Dear Editor,

Litter is a problem in the neighborhood around ________ School. I see many food wrappers and plastic bottles in the grass and bushes. Every day I see more trash.

Litter hurts plants, animals, and people. It can keep plants from growing. It creates a dangerous world for animals. Litter makes a neighborhood ugly. Who can be proud of an ugly neighborhood? Littering is caused by irresponsibility. We must take responsibility for the garbage we make.

Teachers and parents can teach children that littering is wrong. The city and a school can cooperate to buy trashcans for neighborhoods near schools. Trash containers could be decorated with signs and colors, so students walking to and from school will notice and use them. If the school, parents, and the city work together, then they can make the neighborhood the cleaner neighborhood in the city.

Sincerely,

_________
Litter hurts plants, animals, and people. It can keep plants from growing. It creates a dangerous world for animals. Litter makes a neighborhood ugly. Who can be proud of an ugly neighborhood?

Littering is caused by irresponsibility. We must take responsibility for the garbage we make.
Teachers and parents can teach children that littering is wrong. The city and a school can cooperate to buy trashcans for neighborhoods near schools. Trash containers could be decorated with signs and colors, so students walking to and from school will notice and use them. If the school, parents, and the city work together, then they can make the neighborhood the cleaner neighborhood in the city.
There is no transparency for this lesson.
Sunshine filled my eyes today—
the day I discovered my new home.

Getting out of the car, my legs shook
with excitement!
Ritz barked and got out after me
and at first we stood breathlessly
but just for a minute
then we ran to the door, impatient
to know what lay on the other side.

The air smelled thickly of new paint
but I didn’t mind—
My footsteps echoed loudly
in the empty rooms, but I knew the house was happy
and so it sounded like clapping.

I found my room next
and I carefully pushed open the white door—
and I knew it had been waiting for me.
The tall windows filled my room with light
I could see the corners of the room waited impatient
for me to fill them with my favorite things.
I rested easily against the cool wall, and thought for a minute after
exploring more—
thinking that my room suited me beautifully
because it held the sunshine in my eyes.
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Let’s Grill!

What: Please join my family in an outdoor barbeque to celebrate the beginning of summer! We will have plenty of hamburgers and hot dogs for everyone. After dinner, we will play games. The three-legged race should be the funnest of all! Prizes will be given to the teams that run most fastest.

When: Saturday, June 24th, at 500 PM

Where: Meet us at the picnic tables at horner Park.

R.S.V.P. Please call Mario Ortíz at 309-555-8428 to let me know if you will join us. Hope you can make it!
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**What:** Please join my family in an outdoor barbeque to celebrate the beginning of summer! We will have plenty of hamburgers and hot dogs for everyone. After dinner, we will play volleyball, soccer, and other fun games. The three-legged race should be the funnest of all! Prizes will be given to the teams that run most fastest.

**When:** Saturday, June 24th, at 500 PM

**Where:** Meet us at the picnic tables at the southwest corner of horner Park, across from the baseball diamonds.

**R.S.V.P.** Please call Mario Ortíz at 309-555-8428 to let me know if you will join us. Hope you can make it!
Name: Rita Pein  
Book Review: How Plants Grow

I think readers will really enjoy How Plants Grow by Bobbie Kalman. The book tells about the amazing process that happens when plants grow from seeds. Readers learn that each part of a plant has a special job. For example, the leaves are responsible for making food. The stems carry water and minerals to the plant.

The subject, illustrations, and photos are very interesting. I enjoyed learning about plants. There are neat illustrations. The book also includes many photographs.

*How Plants Grow* showed me that Plants are carried in many different ways. Some seeds are carried through water, such as rivers but lakes. Other seeds fly through the wind. Sometimes animals can carry seeds, too.

I think everyone should read this book therefore plants are such an important parts of human life.
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